Wayne County Truck and Tractor Pull
May 11, 2019
Wayne County Fairgrounds- Wooster, OH
$5 Admission, Kids 10 and under are free

Tractor Classes
Both sleds start at 1pm
Entry Fee: $20
Terminator Sled
Track Boss Sled
1-3,750LB Stock 4mph TC
1-5,500LB Hot Farm
2-4,250LB Stock 4mph TC
2- 6,500/7,000LB Unlimited Open Farm
3-4,750LBStock 4mph TC
3-6,500LB V8
4-4,750LB Stock 6mph FC
4-6,500LB Hot Farm
5-5,500LB Stock 4mph TC
5-6,500LB Light Limited Super Stock
6-5,500LB Stock 6mph FC
6-7,500LB Hot Farm
7-6,500LB Stock 4mph TC
7-8,500LB Stock 4mph TC
8- 6,500LB Stock 6mph FC
8-6,500LB Open
9-7,500LB Stock 4mph TC
9-8,500LB Open
10-7,500LB Stock 6mph FC
10-10,500LB Open
11-12,500LB Open/Improved Farm**
12- 16,000LB Open
** Classes will pull together and be separated and placed according to their class.

Truck Classes
Start after tractors are finished not before 6pm
Entry Fee: $25
Terminator Sled
Track Boss Sled
1-6,500Lb Limited Street Gas (Buckeye) 1-8,000Lb Work Stock Diesel (Buckeye)
2-6,500Lb Cheater Street Gas (Buckeye) 2-8,000Lb 2.6 Smooth Bore Diesel (Buckeye)
3-6,500Lb Open Gas

3-8,000Lb 3.0 Smooth Bore Diesel (COTPC)
Street Stock Semis (Last Class of the Night)

**All classes must have 10 or more hooks in a class to receive full pay out**
Call Jim Flinn at 330-465-4397 or Joe Gress at 330-317-0398 with questions.

Follow us on Facebook and visit our website for class rules and updates: www.wcttp.com

Wayne County Truck and Tractor Pull
May 11, 2019
Wayne County Fairgrounds- Wooster, OH
$5 Admission, Kids 10 and under are free

General Rules
All classes must have 5 or more to receive payout. If two vehicles hook in the same class only
the first hook will be eligible for payout. Judges decisions are final.

Tractor Class Rules
4mph Stock Tractor Rules
- 4 mph speed limit
- Tractor must have one engine.
- Engine must have been available for make of tractor.
- No tires larger than 18.4” (excludes 8,500-lb stock), top cuts are allowed, no full cuts
- 20” hitch height
- Wheelie bars and kill switch are recommended.

6mph Stock Tractor Rules
- 6 mph speed limit
- Tractor must have one engine.
- Engine must have been available for make of tractor.
- No tires larger than 18.4, full cuts allowed
- 20” hitch height
- Wheelie bars and kill switch are mandatory

Open Tractor Rules
- All open classes have no tire limit
- Rotating clutch assembly must be totally surrounded with a minimum of 3/16” steel, ¼”
aluminum, or use an SFI 4.1 or 4.2-approved blanket. Blanket must completely surround
clutch. Two blankets will be legal to accomplish this.
- Tractor must have a steel flywheel, tie bars, wheelie bars, kill switch, cross bolts,
and side shields.
- Side shields must be a minimum of .090 if they are steel or .125 if they are aluminum.
- 20” hitch height, and 18” from center of rear axle
- Roll-caged tractor drivers must wear a helmet while pulling.

Wayne County Truck and Tractor Pull
May 11, 2019
Wayne County Fairgrounds- Wooster, OH
$5 Admission, Kids 10 and under are free

Hot Farm Rules
- 20.8” maximum tire size
- 20” hitch height
- Tractor must have only one 2.8 or smaller turbo
- Tractor must use stock appearing frame
- Tractor must have one engine, a steel flywheel, tie bars, wheelie bars, kill switch, cross bolts,
and side shields.
- Side shields must be a minimum of .090 if they are steel or .125 if they are aluminum.
- Rotating clutch assembly must be totally surrounded with a minimum of 3/16 steel, ¼”
aluminum, or use an SFI 4.1 or 4.2-approved blanket. Blanket must completely surround
clutch. Two blankets will be legal to accomplish this.
- Roll-caged tractor drivers must wear a helmet while pulling.
- Front weight bracket must not exceed 13 feet from the center of the rear axle (excluding tow
hook)

12,500 lb. Improved Farm
- Operating weight of 12,500 lbs.

- 2.8 Turbo Inlet limit. No Plugs or reducers.
- 475 cubic inch limit.
- Stock appearing injection pumps allowed up to an “A” Pump Max. Maximum cc’s of
fuel allowed is 550cc. This is an entry level Improved Farm class. “A” pumps flowing in excess of 550cc is out of the
scope of what this class is intended to be. As this is near impossible to tech, judges will have the final say on any
tractors that seem to have an excessive fuel system.
- No water injection, or water injection parts allowed on tractor.
- Exhaust must discharge vertically from a straight pipe (no curves), and must have
two 3/8 X bolts in pipe.
- No intercoolers or aftercoolers.
- Electric fan permitted.
- Transfer/Pusher pumps permitted
- Over 3,000 RPM require side shields, SFI approved steel fly wheel, clutch blanket,
and air shut off controlled by sled operator.
- No cut tires allowed
- No aluminum rear wheels
- 20.8 max tire size
- No component tractors
- 20” hitch height
- 18” from center of rear axle to point of hook
- Working PTO and hydraulics

Wayne County Truck and Tractor Pull
May 11, 2019
Wayne County Fairgrounds- Wooster, OH
$5 Admission, Kids 10 and under are free

6,500/7,000 Unlimited Open Farm
-6500lbs max tire 24.5-32 *(20.8-38 accepted at 6500 lbs)*

-7000lbs max tire 18.4-38
All one class
Safety:
-Cage or Roll bar
-Harness or seat belt
-Wheelie bars
-Tie bars
-Steel flywheel -clutch set up
-Safety blanket
-Kill switch-air (guillotine) and fuel shut off(fuel dump or three way valve)
-Side shields .060 thick
-360 degree shield around stock harmonic balancer ( if you are running belts for the alternator or water pump then a
1/8 plate directly below the balancer from side to side of frame must be present )
-3/8 cross bolts in exhaust pipe minimum grade 5
-Turbo’s out of hood must be covered with at least .060 sheet metal
-Recommend but not mandatory 3/8 cable around block and head
-Helmet
-Must be a transmission and rear end of a farm tractor.......
-No component tractors
-114" wheelbase-13ft from center of back axel to the furthest point forward not including the tow hook
-Hitch must be at least 18" from center of back axel and be ridged in all directions
-Any agricultural V8 diesel is acceptable (3208 cat or a Perkins)
-NO Automotive V8 engines
UOF update
Ok I going to try and clear the air on the new addition to our rules. We added that the 20.8-38 could be run in
the class but at 6500lbs only, so the maximum tire size for the 6500lbs is anything up to a 24.5-32, and the maximum tire
size for 7000lbs is 18.4-38s. No exceptions. And for new people interested in the class it is a combination weight class.
Both 6500 and 7000lb tractors pull together.
And we are going to change the points for this year and it will go as follows: points will be given for show up and
hook, if the pull is called because of weather or sled breakage you will receive show up points. If the pull proceeds after
the delay, anyone leaving before the hook will forfeit their show up points. If you are interested in running for points
this year, we are going to put $50 per tractor in the kittie for the banquet and will have a sponsor decals and an ID
number for your tractor that will have to be present at the class pulls in order to receive points. Rule question and to
become eligible for points call: Rich at 330-418-0003.
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Truck Class Rules
6,500LB Limited Street Gas
This class will follow all Buckeye Power Productions rules.

6,500LB Cheater Street Gas
This class will follow all Buckeye Power Productions rules.

6,500-lb Open Gas
- 26” hitch (no exceptions)
- DOT tires only
- Naturally aspirated, no nitrous, no propane, no water injection
- Hanging weights allowed, but must not exceed 60’’ from center of front axle
- Front and rear u‐joint shields are required (No exceptions)
- Trucks must either have a blow proof bell housing or a SFI 4.1‐4.2 scatter blanket
surrounding the clutch (NO CAST IRON FLYWHEELS)
- Top five trucks will be inspected.

8,000-lb Work Stock Diesel Truck Rules
- This class will follow Buckeye Power Productions Rules.

8,000-lb 2.6 Smooth Bore Diesel
- This class will follow all Buckeye Power Productions Rules.

8,000-LB 3.0 Smooth Bore Diesel
This Class will follow all COTPC rules.

Street Stock Semis
Trucks must have valid license and registration
Must be street legal
If you drive away from the track with a hitch on your truck you will be disqualified.

